
MAYAN MULTI MAYHEM
About
Prepare to enter the ancient Mayan temple where vibrant cluster wins and
lucrative  multiplying  wilds  are  waiting  to  reward  you  with  great  riches  -
welcome to our latest release, Mayan Multi Mayhem.  

THE STATS

• RTP: 95.98%
• Hit Rate: 30.2%
• Grid: 7 x 7
• Wins: Cluster
• Free Spins: 1 in 229
• Minimum Bet: 0.20
• Max Exposure: 20,000 x Bet
• Volatility: 7.5/10

PRICELESS GEMS

The game features four vibrant gems as the top
paying symbols, with the blue gem paying up to a
whopping 250 x bet for 15 or more in a single
cluster,  while decorative Mayan symbols make
up the lower pays.

CLUSTER LUCK

The action takes place on a 7x7 grid, set within
the  sacred  temple,  with  each  spin  costing  20
coins  and wins  formed by  clusters  -  touching
vertically, horizontally or a combination - of any 5
or more matching symbols.

Details
HIT RATE

30.2% ± 1 %

VOLATILITY

medium-high

EXPOSURE

221608

MINIMUM BET

0.20

RTP

95.98%

FREE SPINS

1 in 229

Specs
TECHNOLOGY

SKIN ID

200649



MAYAN MULTI MAYHEM
Game Features

CLUSTER CASCADES

Any 5 or more matching symbols in a single
cluster  on  the  gird  will  trigger  a  win  -  all
winning combinations will  also explode and
cascade,  allowing  more  symbols  to  drop
down, often resulting in multiple combination
wins.

WILD MULTIPLIERS

When a Wild lands it will fly up to one of the
Golden Totems and have a chance to trigger a
multiplier of up to 50x - multiple Totems can
activate, with the values added together for a
possible maximum multiplier of 250x.

FREE SPINS

The Free Spins feature is triggered when 3 or
more Bonus symbols land anywhere on the
grid,  either  on  the  initial  drop  or  during
cascades, awarding 8 spins for 3 symbols up
to a maximum of 20 spins for 7 symbols.

GOLDEN TOTEMS

After each Free Spin the lowest Golden Totem
multiplier is removed, meaning the minimum
multiplier that can be triggered will always be
increasing, leading to higher potential as the
feature progresses.
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